Ellicott's Latin American Sales Manager
Takes on Rohr-Idreco Product Line
February 9, 2016

Ellicott Dredges LLC & Rohr-Idreco Dredge Systems, which
are owned by Ellicott Dredge Enterprises, LLC, are pleased
to announce that Ellicott's Latin American Sales Manager,
Andres Borasino, will be adding the Rohr-Idreco deep
digging dredge product lines to his area of responsibilities.
The three product lines complement each other by offering
customers multiple dredging options based on the their
material and digging depth requirements. Andres has been
with Ellicott for over four years successfully expanding the
brand throughout Latin America.
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Rohr-Idreco RISD 600 (24") 100' digging depth dredge for removal of
sedimentation behind the Inga dam in the Democratic Republic of Congo

Rohr-Idreco Dredge Systems is a leader in the dredging
world for designing and building deep digging electric or
diesel electric modular dredges for the sand & gravel,
mining, dam operators, governments and contractors for
over 50 years.

Ellicott is excited to introduce
the updated logo for the Dragon
速
dredge product line!
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In the foreground is a new Floating Gantry Clamshell dredge. In the
background - a 32 year old Gantry Clamshell, which was refurbished and
is now back in operation.

Ellicott Dredges is the world leader in the portable dredge
design and manufacturing industry having built over 3,000
dredges in the last century and a quarter for clients in over
100 countries.

An Ellicott 670 Dragon dredge operating in Latin America

For further information please visit:
www.rohridrecodredge.com
or contact
Andres Borasino
Ph: 410-818-8810
Email: aborasino@dredge.com
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